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Nitrogen-Doped Graphene Nanosheets/S Composites as
Cathode in Room-Temperature Sodium-Sulfur Batteries
Yong Hao,[a, b] Xifei Li,[c, d] Xueliang Sun,[c] and Chunlei Wang*[a, e, f]

Room-temperature sodium-sulfur (RT Na@S) batteries have

gained increasing attention from energy storage community in
recent years. In this work, homogeneous nitrogen-doped

graphene nanosheets/sulfur (NGNS/S) nanocomposites, synthe-

sized using chemical reaction-deposition method and low
temperature heat treatment, were studied as active cathode

materials for RT Na@S batteries. Different loading composites
with 86%, 65%, 45% and 25% gamma-S8 have been electro-
chemically evaluated, respectively, and compared with two
control electrodes of NGNS and S. It was found that the NGNS/

S composite with 25% S loading exhibited the best electro-

chemical performance with specific capacities of 212 and 136

mAh g@1 in the 1st and 10th cycles, respectively. The enhanced
electrochemical performance of NGNS/S nanocomposite is

mainly attributed to the improved kinetics due to the NGNS

conductive network and easier intercalation of Na+ into
expanded NGNS layers due to the addition of S within the

graphene layers. In addition, the composite with 25% S loading
shows higher surface area and complete reaction with product

of Na2S, which likely contributes to the improved energy
capacity.

Introduction

High energy density and long cycle life batteries are urgently
needed to meet the demand in portable electronic devices,

electric vehicles and grid-scale stationary storage. Lithium-ion
batteries have been widely used in powering portable
electronics in the past two decades.[1] However, they are

approaching their theoretical energy density limits and facing
challenges such as limited resources, safety, cost and efficient
energy for large-scale applications. Instead, sodium, with high
abundance and suitable redox potential (~2.71 V), could be a

cost-effective alternative especially for renewable energy
applications where weight and energy density are of minor

importance. Sulfur, as another abundant element on earth

which has high theoretical capacity of 1675 mAh g@1 and high

energy density of 2600 Wh kg@1, is becoming one of the most
attractive cathode materials to replace traditional transition

metal oxide cathodes.[2] It is well known that sodium-sulfur
(Na@S) batteries, operating at high temperature conditions

(300-350 8C), have been used for stationary energy storage.[3]

This high operating temperature could potentially induce
severe issues such as corrosion, high power consumption and

explosions (In 2012, a Na@S battery fire occurred at Tsukaba
Plant in Japan).[3a] In recent years, much effort has been
devoted to developing room-temperature (RT) Na@S batteries
for mitigating the safety concerns. However, when using

traditional Li+ intercalation electrodes, the large atomic size of
Na+ (1.02 vs 0.59 Å) could cause greater change in the host

structure resulting in sluggish diffusion and degradation of

cycling performance. Moreover, as analogous to Li@S batteries,
RT Na@S batteries undergo some critical issues such as low

utilization of sulfur active material, poor cycle life and low
storage efficiency. These issues are mainly due to intermediate

polysulfides dissolution in electrolytes forming “shuttle” phe-
nomenon, volumetric expansion during cycling and the insulat-

ing nature of sulfur.[4]

Although challenges exist in RT Na@S batteries, some work
has been reported since 2006.[5] Research efforts have been

devoted to developing suitable electrolytes with high ionic
conductivity in order to enhance the cell performance.[5a,f] Solid

PEO polymer electrolyte and PVDF gel polymer electrolyte have
been studied, and relatively high sodium ion conductivity (~
10@4 S cm@1) has been achieved.[5c,d] Further, liquid electrolytes

such as ether-based electrolyte or other solvents (e. g. EC, DMC,
PC) with sodium salt such as NaCF3SO3 or NaClO4 have been

used to promote the formation of the intermediate products
polysulfides during the charge and discharge processes.[5e,g]

However, the well-known shuttle effect of polysulfides in the
electrolyte has become the major issue. Recently, more efforts
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have been focused on developing advanced electrode materi-
als and novel cell configurations to prohibit the polysulfides
diffusion to Na electrode, such as applying an ion selective
Nafion-coating membrane as a separator,[5h] inserting a carbon-

based interlayer between cathode and separator,[5i,j] and using
Na@S reduction products (e. g. sodium polysulfide catholytes or

Na2S) as cathode materials.[5k,l] Xin et al. employed carbon
materials as a matrix to improve the utilization of S and confine

the polysulfides.[5m] Yu et al. applied carbon materials, Nafion-

coating separator and polysulfide catholytes to enhance the
capacity retention.[5n,o] So far as it concerns, the effective carbon

materials conducted in RT Na@S batteries have been involved
with carbon nanofiber, mesoporous carbon, microporous

carbon and hard carbon.[5p,q] Besides, Hwang et al. concluded
that the electrochemical performance of RT Na@S batteries is

dependent on the sulfur content, for instance, in the S/carbon

nanofiber composite, S loading below 48% is beneficial for a
good performance.[5p]

Graphene, with a unique two-dimensional (2D) carbon
structure, has been widely used in Li-ion batteries since its

discovery due to its exceptional electrical conductivity, high
specific surface area, and high mechanical strength.[6] In our

previous work, we have reported a promising N-doped

graphene nanosheets/sulfur (NGNS/S) composite as cathode in
lithium-sulfur batteries.[7] N-doping can easily modify local

electronic structures of graphene and enhance binding of other
ions with the 2D layers.[7–8] Graphene with N-functional groups

has been used as a conductive framework to facilitate
immobilization of sulfur discharge products in several Li@S
works. For instance, Mathiram et al. proved that N functional

groups can effectively improve the affinity and binding energy
between the N heteroatoms and lithium polysulfides/Li2S and
significantly enhance the electrochemical performance of Li@S
batteries.[9] Zhang et al. used computational approach to

demonstrate that the binding energies for N-doped graphene
with atomic Li and Li polysulfides are stronger compared to the

case of primitive graphene, which proposed that the electro-

chemical enhancement could be attributed to strong ionic
attractions between N heteroatoms and Li cations instead of S

anions.[10] Lou et al. reported exceptional performance in Li@S
batteries due to amino-functionalized reduced graphene oxide

covalently stabilized S and lithium polysulfides on its surface
with good conductivity and high mechanical stability.[11]

However, in terms of RT Na@S battery, according to our

knowledge, no research has been published to utilize N-doped
graphene or its composite as electrode component. It is of our

interest to study the possibility of minimizing shuttle effect of
the sodium polysulfides using N functional groups and verify

the feasibility of 2D N-doped graphene in RT Na@S battery
application. In this contribution, NGNS/S nanocomposites with

various weight loadings of S were fabricated and evaluated as

cathode in RT Na@S batteries. A thermal treatment for the
NGNS/S composite was conducted with the aim of better

encapsulating S into the graphene layers and improving the
kinetics. The electrochemical testing results show that NGNS/S

composite with 25% S loading exhibits a better performance in
terms of capacity retention, cycle life and rate capability in

comparison with other loading composites. It has been found
that S loading in the composite is one of the crucial factors on
its electrochemical performance.

Results and discussion

NGNS/S nanocomposite was synthesized by a facile chemical
reaction-deposition method,[12] and followed by low temper-

ature heat treatment, as shown in Figure 1. Thermogravimetric

analysis (TGA) was carried out to confirm the weight percen-
tages of S in the NGNS/S composites. As shown in Figure S1a,

the weight loss of as-prepared high S loading sample before
heat treatment is ~90 wt. %, referred as NGNS/S-90. After heat

treatment at 155oC, S loading content was reduced to ~86 wt.
%, referred as NGNS/S@H86 in the following content. In

Figure S1b, it can be observed that the NGNSH has a weight

loss of ~5 wt. % after heat treatment, which is mainly due to
the moisture evaporation. The NGNS/S-30 sample has been

obtained with ~30 wt. % of sulfur before heat treatment and
~25 wt. % of sulfur remaining after heat treatment, which is

referred as NGNS/S@H25 in the following. In Figure S1c and
S1d, the initial sulfur loading of ~69 wt. % and ~48 wt. % for

NGNS/S-69 and NGNS/S-48, respectively, reduced to ~65 wt. %

and ~45 wt. % for NGNS/S@H65 and NGNS/S@H45 after heat
treatment, respectively. Figures S2a and S2b show the N2

adsorption-desorption isotherms of NGNS/S@H86, sulfur,
NGNSH and NGNS/S@H25, respectively. Brunauer-Emmett-Teller

(BET) results derived from Figure S2a and S2b show that
NGNSH, NGNS/S@H25, NGNS/S@H86, and S exhibit the surface

area of 570, 272, 6.5, and 1.2 m2 g@1, respectively. It indicates

that the surface area of nanocomposite decreases with the
increase of S loading.

The X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of S, NGNS/S@H86,
NGNS/S@H65, NGNS/S@H45, NGNS/S@H25, NGNSH, and gra-

phene nanosheets (GNS) are presented in Figure 2. A broad
diffraction peak at around 248 can be observed in the GNS

curve, corresponding to the characteristic (002) plane of multi-

layered graphene. The XRD pattern of NGNSH shows the peak
position of (002) plane shifts to around 268. This small change

of peak position indicates that the nitrogen defect sites were
successfully doped into the NGNS during the ammonia

corrosion treatment process, which is in good agreement with
other reports.[13] The XRD pattern of the heat-treated sulfur

generally exhibits a series of sharp and strong peaks, indicating

a well-defined Fddd orthorhombic crystalline structure of
alpha-S8 (JCPDS#: 00–008-0247). A series of sharp peaks can be

observed on the XRD pattern of NGNSs/S@H86 nanocomposite
indicating that sulfur particles in NGNSs/S@H86 nanocomposite

are in the form of gamma-S8 with P2/c monoclinic crystalline
structure (JCPDS#: 01–071-0396). In the XRD pattern of NGNS/

S@H65, a major peak can be observed at 268 which is assigned

to (002) plane of NGNS. The other peaks match the P2/c
monoclinic structure of S, indicating S as gamma-S8 exists in

NGNS/S@H65. The peaks of multi-layered graphene and
gamma-S8 can also be observed on both XRD patterns of

NGNS/S@H45 and NGNS/S@H25. The XRD investigation reveals
that the phase change of S from alpha-Sulfur8 to gamma-S8 in
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all of the composite samples could be due to thermal effect
and/or nano-confinement of melted S diffused into NGNS.

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) and Transmission

Electron Microscope (TEM) images of NGNSH, NGNS/S@H25 and
NGNS/S@H86 nanocomposites are shown in Figures 3 and S3,

respectively. Figure 3a displays that the sizes of randomly
distributed NSNSH particles vary in micron scale. From Fig-

ure 3a inset, it can be clearly observed that numerous NGNSH
layers are stacked together. The TEM image (Figure 3b) of

ultrasound dispersed NGNSH substrates shows a wrinkled two-

dimensional layered structure. From Figures 3c and S3, it can
be seen that both NGNS/S@H25 and NGNS/S@H86 nanocompo-

sites show a 3D hierarchical voile-like structure with less
agglomeration. EDS mappings show uniform distribution of S

in both NGNS/S@H25 and NGNS/S@H86 nanocomposites (not
shown). High-resolution TEM was conducted on the ultrasonic

dispersed NGNS/S@H25 nanocomposite, as shown in Figure 3d.
Irregularly shaped single crystalline S particles ranging from 7 ~
15 nm can be observed. The measured lattice fringe with an

interplanar distance of 3.30 Å can be assigned to the (022)
plane of monoclinic gamma-S8.

Electrochemical evaluation of NGNS/S@H25, NGNS/S@H45,
NGNS/S@H65 and NGNS/S@H86 nanocomposites along with

two control samples of S and NGNSH was conducted at room
temperature. Let’s first take a look at the case of S loading less

than 50%. From the cyclic voltammetry (CV) profiles of NGNS/

S@H25 in Figure 4a, it can be observed that there is a sharp
cathodic peak at potential of 2.18 V during the reduction

process in the 1st cycle. This peak could be attributed to the
formation of long chain polysulfides Na2Sn (4 , n , 8).[5i]

Another small broad cathodic peak at ~1.5 V with the following
sweeping until the cut-off voltage corresponds to the reduction

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of Nitrogen-doped Graphene nanosheets/Sulfur nanocomposites preparation and electrochemical testing as cathode material
in room-temperature Sodium-Sulfur batteries; typical room-temperature sodium-sulfur batteries configuration with actual working electrode picture (middle).
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process of long chain polysulfides to Na2S.[14] In the reverse
oxidation process in the 1st cycle, there is an anodic peak

centered at 1.85 V, indicating that Na2S has been oxidized to
short chain polysulfides Na2Sn (2 , n < 4) and Na2S4.[5i] Another

small anodic peak observed at ~2.23 V is assigned to the

oxidation process of Na2S4 to Na2S8 and S.[5j] After the current
sweeps back to the reduction process of 2nd cycle, the long

chain polysulfides related cathodic peak can barely be
observed. This disappearance of cathodic peak may be due to

the soluble polysulfides Na2Sn (4 , n , 8) dissolve and dissipate
in the electrolyte during the first cycle or the precipitation of

Figure 2. XRD patterns of Sulfur, GNS, NGNSH, NGNS/S@H25, NGNS/S@H45,
NGNS/S@H65 and NGNS/S@H86 nanocomposites, respectively.

Figure 3. (a) SEM image of NGNSH, inset represents a typical layered
structure of NGNSH, (b) TEM image of NGNSH, (c) SEM image of NGNS/
S@H25, and (d) HRTEM image of NGNS/S@H25.

Figure 4. CV curves of (a) NGNS/S@H25, (c) NGNS/S@H45, (e) NGNS/S@H65,
(g) NGNS/S@H86 and (i) sulfur, respectively, at a scan rate of 0.1 mV s@1

between 1.0 and 3.0 V vs. Na/Na+; Galvanostatic discharge/charge profiles of
(b) NGNS/S@H25, (d) NGNS/S@H45, (f) NGNS/S@H65, (h) NGNS/S@H86 and (j)
sulfur, respectively.
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insoluble Na2Sn (1 , n < 4) as solid phases which may have a
detrimental effect on the kinetics of Na-ion diffusion into the
electrode.[15] From the oxidation curves of the 2nd to 4th cycles,
the anodic peaks can be observed with less intensity change.

Figure 4b exhibits the charge/discharge profiles of NGNS/
S@H25 at 0.05C. There is no obvious plateau observed from the

discharge curves. Wang et al. reported similar discharge behav-
ior of S/polymer composite in RT Na@S batteries.[5b] From the

charge curves, an oxidation plateau shown at 1.85 V can be

observed, which is consistent with the CV performance. The
discharge/charge capacities have been reached 212 mAh g@1

and 181 mAh g@1 in the 1st cycle, respectively. The rate
capability of NGNS/S@H25 from 0.05C to 5C is shown in

Figure 5a. At each rate, the discharge capacities at the 10th

cycle are 136, 116, 102, 86, 73, 61 and 46 mAh g@1 at rates of
0.05C, 0.1C, 0.2C, 0.5C, 1C, 2C and 5C, respectively. During the

1st cycle of 0.2 C, the discharge and charge capacities are 108
mAh g@1 and 105 mAh g@1, respectively, which exhibit better

capacity values compared to the reported work of N-doped

carbon coating Na3V2(PO4)3 electrode at 0.2 C.[16] When the rate
comes back to 0.05C after high rates, the specific capacity is

about 115 mAh g@1 at the 80th cycle. Figure 4c shows the CV
profile of NGNS/S@H45, similar to NGNS/S@H25, a sharp

cathodic peak shows at 2.07 V in the 1st cycle, representing the
long chain polysulfides Na2Sn (4 , n , 8) formation. A small

cathodic peak at 1.65 V attributing to the formation of Na2S can
be observed with following reduction process. During the
oxidation process, a broad anodic peak at ~ 1.85 V and a small
peak at ~2.85 V can be observed, indicating the Oxidation of

Na2S to short chain polysulfides and further to long chain
polysulfides and S. From the following reduction process of

2nd and 4th cycles, there are barely cathodic peaks observed.
The anodic peaks can be observed at the same position during

the oxidation process of the following cycles. Figure 4d shows

the charge/discharge curves of NGNS/S@H45. During the
discharge of 1st cycle, there is a plateau observed at ~2.1 V,

corresponding to S transforming to long chain polysulfides
Na2Sn (4 , n , 8), which matches the CV performance. The

charge curve of 1st cycle exhibits a plateau at 2.85 V, which
also matches the CV curve. There are no clear plateaus on the

following discharge curves and the charge curves exhibit same

plateau at 2.85 V as the 1st discharge curve. The rate perform-
ance of NGNS/S@H45 is shown in Figure 5b, exhibiting capacity

recovery after the current rate return back to 0.05C. Electro-
chemical performance of control sample NGNSH electrodes are

shown in Figure S6. From the rate capability of NGNSH in
Figure S6c, it shows that the discharge capacities only reach 9,

6, 5, 3, 0.5, 0.5, 0.6 and 7 mAh g@1 at the 10th cycle of 0.05C,

0.1C, 0.2C, 0.5C, 1C, 2C 5C and 0.05C, respectively. The NGNS/
S@H25 and NGNS/S@H45 electrodes present better rate capa-

bility as compared to pure NGNSH. According to the CV and
charge-discharge results above, the discharge process of

NGNS/S@H25 and NGNS/S@H45 involve the transition of sulfur
to dissolved Na2S8 and Na2S4. Na2S4 is further reduced to Na2S2

and Na2S. It is in good agreement with the work that

Manthiram et al. reported where the similar electrochemical
reactions can be presented as following:[5j,14a]

S8 þ 2Naþ þ 2e@ ! Na2S8 ð' 2:20 VÞ ð1Þ

Na2S8 þ 2Naþ þ 2e@ ! 2Na2S4 ð2:20 @ 1:65 VÞ ð2Þ

Na2S4 þ 2Naþ þ 2e@ ! 2Na2S2 ð' 1:65 VÞ ð3Þ

Na2S2 þ 2Naþ þ 2e@ ! 2Na2S ð1:65 @ 1:20 VÞ ð4Þ

Next, let’s look into the electrochemical performance for
the S loading more than 50%. The CV curves of NGNS/S@H65

are shown in Figure 4e. There is one small reduction peak at
1.99 V and followed by a strong peak at 1.67 V during the

cathodic process of the first cycle. The first peak represents the
reduction process of S to Na2S4 and Na2S2 and the second peak

represents further reduction of Na2S4 and Na2S2 to Na2S. There
are no oxidation peak and reduction peaks in the following 2nd
and 4th cycles observed. The charge/discharge curves of

NGNS/S@H65 are presented in Figure 4f. There is one major
plateau at 1.99 V during the discharge process of the 1st cycle,

indicating the formation of Na2S4 and Na2S2. There are no
plateaus on charge/discharge curves in the following cycles,

which is in consistence with the CV curves. The NGNS/S@H65

electrode exhibited worse rate capability than low loading
nanocomposite NGNS/S@H25, as shown in Figure 5c. The

Figure 5. Rate performances of (a) NGNS/S@H25, (b) NGNS/S@H45 and (c)
NGNS/S@H65 at various C rates and (d) NGNS/S@H86 at 0.05C and 0.1C; (e)
Cycling performances of NGNS/S@H25, NGNS/S@H45, NGNS/S@H65, NGNS/
S@H86, NGNSH and S electrodes at 0.1C, respectively.
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electrochemical performances of NGNS/S@H86 are presented in
Figures 4g and 4 h. From the CV profile of NGNS/S@H86 as
shown in Figure 4g, there is one strong reduction peak
observed at 1.99 V during the cathodic process of the 1st cycle.

This reduction peak could be assigned to the reduction
reaction of S to Na2S4 and Na2S2.[5f] A small reduction peak is

observed at 1.67 V, which is attributed to Na2S2 transferring to
sulfide Na2S.[5f] During the anodic process of the 1st cycle, there

are no obvious oxidation peaks shown up in the curve. From

the following cathodic and anodic sweep in the 2nd and 4th
cycles, there are no obvious reduction and oxidation peaks

observed on the CV curves of NGNS/S@H86. This phenomenon
might be due to the formation of irreversible sodium

polysulfides which could not recover to sulfur during charge
process or the dissolution of sodium polysulfides into the

electrolyte.[5a] The galvanostatic charge/discharge profile of

NGNS/S@H86 cathode is shown in Figure 4h. A typical plateau
at 1.7 V is observed on the discharge curve of 1st cycle, which

can be assigned to the formation of sodium sulfide Na2S.[5f,14b] A
relatively high discharge capacity of 375 mAh g@1 is obtained at

a cutting voltage of 1.0 V. During the second cycle, there are
plateaus observed on both charge and discharge curves at

2.63 V and 1.25 V, respectively. The discharge capacity reduces

to 82 mAh g@1 at the 2nd cycle, and at the 10th cycle only
limited capacity ~25 mAh g@1 still remains. There are small

plateaus observed on the discharge curves of the following
4th, 5th and 10th cycles, which reveal that S is constantly

reduced to polysulfides in each cycle. However, the voltages of
the plateaus show lower and lower with capacity reduction

during cycling. This voltage drop might be attributed to the

formation of surface film and the ion transfer across the liquid/
solid interface.[5f] From rate performance of NGNS/S@H86 in
Figure 5d, it can be observed that the capacity at 0.05C of
NGNS/S@H86 reduced from 375 mAh g@1 of the 1st cycle to

~25 mAh g@1 of the 10th cycle. At 0.1C, only ~5 mAh g@1

remains. The CV and charge/discharge results of pure sulfur are

shown in Figure 4i and 4j. In Figure 4i, There is one strong

reduction peak observed at 2.02 V in the cathodic process of
1st cycle, representing S reduce to the polysulfides Na2S4 and

Na2S2.[5f] In Figure 4j, the discharge capacity from 55 mAh g@1 in
the 1st cycle dramatically decreases to 3 mAh g@1 in the 2nd

cycle. The failure of pure S electrode could be due to the
dissolution of polysulfide and irreversible precipitation forma-

tion. From the electrochemical performance of NGNS/S@H65

and NGNS/S@H86, it reveals that the conductive matrix could
not efficiently prevent the dissolution of polysulfide, leading to

the poor rate capability and poor reversibility with the
increasing of cycle numbers. The CV results for high S loading

samples also suggest that Na2S4 and Na2S2 are mainly involved
during the reduction of sulfur, which were in good agreement

with Janek et al.’s work.[5f,15] From the CV curves of low loading

(< 50% S) and high loading (>50% S) nanocomposites, the
irreversible CV behaviors show that the dissolution of poly-

sulfides leads to the incomplete redox reaction between Na
and S after initial cycles. The absence of plateaus from the

charge-discharge curves indicates the majority contribution of
capacity coming from the sloping region reaction, i. e. Na2S8 +

2Na+ + 2e@ ! 2Na2S4. In future, more detailed work need to
be carried out to confirm the cell electrochemistry of RT Na@S
batteries and how it affects the cell performance.

Cycling performance has been carried out on NGNSH, S,

NGNS/S@H86, NGNS/S@H65, NGNS/S@H45 and NGNS/S@H25
electrodes, respectively, as shown in Figure 5e. The unavoidable

power outrage in south Florida has also been recorded in the
cycling test result. It can be observed that the NGNS/S@H25

electrode exhibits a better cycling performance upon 300
cycles at 0.1 C showing about 48 mAh g@1 retaining at the
300th cycle. It has to be noted that the specific capacity in this

work has been calculated based on the mass of sulfur in the
electrodes before cycling without considering the S loss during

the cycling. The performance of NGNS/S composites is much
better as compared to the control sample pure S, indicating

that NGNS with N-functional groups are not just the contrib-

utor of improving conductivity, but have positive effect on the
immobilization of S and its discharge products. However, the

capacity drop with cycling indicates that the confinement effect
of NGNS to S and polysulfides was still not excellent enough in

the RT Na@S batteries owing to inherent structural nature of
graphene as well as limited N content in NGNS. The S

consumption as polysulfides which dissolved into the electro-

lyte could be the main reason which led to the capacity loss
during cycling test. We believe by optimizing the structure and

N content of NGNS, the confinement effect of S and
polysulfides will be enhanced. This investigation will be

conducted as our future work.
To examine the charge transfer resistance and Na+ diffusion

kinetics, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) of the

NGNS/S@H25 NGNS/S@H45, NGNS/S@H65 and NGNS/S@H86
cells has been conducted before the 1st cycle and after the
300th cycle. As the Nyquist plots shown in Figures 6a–6d, it can

Figure 6. Nyquist plots of (a) NGNS/S@H25, (b) NGNS/S@H45, (c) NGNS/S@H65
and (d) NGNS/S@H86 working electrodes before 1st and after 300th cycles,
respectively.
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be observed that both semicircles in the high frequency range
of NGNS/S@H25 and NGNS/S@H86 after cycling are smaller than
fresh cells, which indicates a better charge-transfer condition
after cycling. The semicircles in the high frequency range of

NGNS/S@H45 and NGNS/S@H65 after cycling are little bigger
than the fresh cell, indicating the charge transfer resistance

becoming higher than before cycling The coin cell of NGNS/
S@H25 was fully charged to 3.0 V after cycling and disassembled

inside the glove box. SEM and TEM investigations were

conducted after the electrode was rinsed with DMC, and dried
under vacuum at room temperature, as shown in Figure 7a and

7b. From the TEM image of dispersed NGNS/S@H25 electrode,
the measured distances of interplanar fringes are 6.54 Å and

2.43 Å which are assigned to the (121) and (226) planes of Na2S.
This verifies that the final reduction product of S and Na is
Na2S. This Na2S may be coming from the precipitation on the

surface of NGNS/S composites and could not be completely
oxidized to S even at a fully charged state, indicating that

irreversible redox reaction could also contribute the capacity
drop during cycling. Compared to other work of RT Na@S

batteries,[5a,d–f] our N-doped graphene and S composites still

have issues related to S dissolution. In this work, it is the first
time to investigate N-doped graphene as a conductive matrix

to immobilize sulfur and polysulfides in the RT Na@S batteries.
We have synthesized the NGNS/S composites with different

loadings, i. e. 25 wt. %, 45 wt. %, 65 wt. % and 86 wt. %. It
shows that the electrochemical performance at low loading 25

wt. % is favorable to the performance which is lower than the

value reported in Ref. 5p but with a similar trend. Although the
practical use of the composite electrode is undermined with

lower loading, the 25 wt. % NGNS/S composites exhibit much
better electrochemical performance as compared to control

sample pure S, indicating that the strategy of using NGNS/S
composites at low loading has a positive effect on the RT Na@S

batteries performance. The electrochemical improvement could

be attributed to the conductive network established by both S
and NGNS, relatively low S loading, and stronger binding effect

from N-doped graphene with mitigated shuttle effect.
Although there are partial dissolution of polysulfides during

cycling and low loading composites exhibit the best electro-
chemical performance among other loadings, it is worthy to be

noted that the performance of NGNS is also involved with
several factors, such as the type of N functional groups, the N

content in the NGNS, and structural property of NGNS induced
by N-doping, etc. Based on our work, further improvement

with high loading of S can be expected by optimizing the
concentration of N functional groups as well as creating nano-
pores of N-doped graphene. In future work, more efforts need
to be done to improve the S loading in the composite materials
and to understand how loading and different types and

different quantity of functional groups affect the performance
improvement.

Conclusions

In summary, we have demonstrated NGNS/S nanocomposites

with different sulfur loading as electrode materials for RT Na@S

batteries, respectively. In these nanocomposites, sulfur has
been phase-transferred from alpha-S8 to gamma-S8 during the

thermal treatment progress. The NGNS/S@H25 nanocomposite
exhibits a better electrochemical performance in terms of rate

capability and cyclability as compared to other higher loading
NGNS/S nanocomposites. This electrochemical improvement

can be attributed to the conductive network established by

both S and NGNS for enhanced Na+ transport. NGNS as
confinement host played a relatively effective role in immobiliz-

ing low loading of sulfur and confining polysulfides during
cycling. To achieve the high loading of sulfur with best

electrochemical performance, optimizing the structural prop-
erty and N concentration of NGNS will be further investigated

in the future study.

Supporting Information Summary

Experimental Section, Figure S1, Figure S2, Figure S3, Figure S4

and Figure S5 are included in this part. Figure S1 is TGA analysis
of (a) NGNS/S@H86 and NGNS/S-90, (b) NGNSH, NGNS/S@H25

and NGNS/S-30, (c) NGNS/S@H65 and NGNS/S-69, and (d)

NGNS/S@H45 and NGNS/S-48. Figure S2 is BET results of (a)
NGNS/S@H86 and Sulfur, and (b) NGNSH and NGNS/S@H25.

Figure S3 is SEM image of NGNS/S@H86. Figure S4 is (a) XPS
spectrum and (b) N2 adsorption-desorption isotherms of GNS.

Figure S5 is electrochemical performance of NGNSH electrodes
in RT Na@S cells: (a) cyclic voltammograms (b) discharge/charge

profile and (c) rate capability.
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Figure 7. (a) SEM image of NGNS/S@H25 electrode after 300th cycles (inset is
in low resolution). (b) TEM image of Na2S in NGNS/S@H25 electrode after
300th cycles (in fully charged condition).
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